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Abstract. Among proteomics technologies, protein microarray,
over the past last years, has gained an increased momentum
in the biomarkers discovery domain. The characteristics of
protein microarray, namely that it is a high‑throughput tool, it
provides a high specificity and only requires a minute amount
of biological samples, render it a suitable tool for searching,
quantifying and validating biomarkers in various pathologies.
Protein microarray is based on the specific antigen‑antibody
reaction, such as any enzyme‑linked immunosorbent assay,
the specific reaction occurring on a miniaturized support
(chip or slide), thus having the advantage of simultaneous evaluation of tens to thousands of molecules in small samples with
a highly specific recognition for the detection system. In this
review, we highlight the history of protein microarray technologies development and discuss this technology is stepping

into the future. We present personalized medicine goals and
discuss how protein microarray can aid in these goals, with an
emphasis on several oncological diseases. We also discuss how
protein technology has been used in diseases, such as lung,
breast cancers, as well as in other diseases that, over the past
last years, have taken advantage of this proteomic endeavor.
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History of array technologies. Array tools were developed
more than 25 years ago with the implementation of DNA
microarray technology as a very accurate platform intended
to determine mRNA expression for the concomitant determination of thousands of genes. One of the first studies, if not
actually the first one on this subject, was published in 1995
when describing microarrays automatically printed with
complementary DNAs on glass so that corresponding genes
could be identified from samples. The use of low quantities of
input sample due to the high density of the array, the detection
of rare transcripts from only 2 µg total mRNA was reported.
In that seminal study, the expression levels of 45 Arabidopsis
genes were measured using two‑color fluorescence hybridization (1). Relatively soon, the necessity of DNA microarrays to
evolve towards protein microarrays became obvious, as mRNA
profiles were not perfectly matching protein expression (2).
Thus, although the number of human genes is in the order
of tens of thousands, the protein synthesis system can express
millions of protein types, these proteins being structurally and
functionally inter‑connected for maintaining tissues and cells
homeostasis. With this finding, the scientific stage was open to
the development of protein microarrays. Thus, protein microarrays were designed to cover the complex proteome machine
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and to pursue in the identification of protein functionality and
interconnection. There are several types of protein microarrays, although the first type that was developed was based on
specific antibody immobilization (3). Basically, it reproduced
an enzyme‑linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) setup,
having the advantage of highly specific recognition for the
detection system. When technology could spot, in small quantities, specific antibodies without hindering their specificity
and selectivity, conventional immunoassays turned to spotted
arrays that allowed for multiple, specific and parallel detection
of biomolecules from small amount of biological samples (3).
The overall scheme of a protein microarray is presented in
Fig. 1.
During its development and implementation in clinical
units, this technology gained sensitivity and overall performance that led to its recognized validity. Further keeping the
similarity to ELISA types, another design of protein microarray was developed. In this new version of protein microarray,
immobilized purified proteins and not antibodies were deposited on the glass slides, and this new type was denominated
as a functional array (4,5). In this variant, various proteins
can be spotted from a certain cell type, a group of cells or a
tissue sample, or even an entire micro‑organism can be placed
on the slide (4‑6). Functional microarrays can evaluate some
key aspects in proteomics, protein functions, interconnection
in protein‑protein binding, metabolic/biochemical action, the
association between a specific ligand and its receptor, the
interrelation between an enzyme and its substrate, and can
visualize immune‑related protein(s) triggered by an active
response (7).
A not her design of protei n m icroa r rays is t he
reverse‑phase type where total proteins from tissue/cell
lysates or specifically fractionated tissue/cell lysates are
spotted on the glass slides and their expression is hence
quantified (8). Thus, in 2007, Speer et al published for the
first time, this new protein microarray type. Their study
demonstrated that in the need to depict functional alterations
within the proteome, reverse‑phase protein microarray can
detect altered cellular protein molecular networks and cell
signaling pathways associated to human diseases, particularly cancer. Tumorigenesis is based on protein molecular
networks alteration leading to disrupted cell signaling pathways, uncontrolled proliferation, drug resistance, enhanced
mobility and the adaptation to a new microenvironment in
the metastatic processes (8).
From the very beginning, this new type of protein microarray was intended to depict the pathology molecular profile,
as it can provide ‘functional read‑out of cell signaling networks
or pathways for an individual patient’. The assertion of these
authors is of outmost importance in the clinical context of
personalized medicine where patient stratification for the most
efficient therapy is the ultimate goal (8).
In the biomedical research field, protein microarray
is increasing its utility in assisting treatment efficacy by
evaluating for example certain apoptotic markers (e.g., BCL‑2,
BCL‑X and BAD) upon the application of various therapies (9),
or assessing transcriptional activity in cells that were subjected
to therapy (10). Thus, protein microarray has developed into
a proteomic tool that can deliver high‑throughput data for
revealing novel therapeutic targets. There are currently three

main types of protein microarrays based on their reaction principle and application: Analytical or antibody, reverse‑phase
and functional protein microarrays (11).
Among all the developed variants, in oncology, the antibody array type is the preferred one, where it applies discovery
and quantification to biomarkers. The antibody array layout
has high versatility and reproducibility (12). By contrast,
the reverse‑phase array format has a lower standardization
potential and multiplexing possibilities and it is prone to
cross‑reactivity, as all the proteins harbored by complex
samples are investigated at once (13).
These different protein microarray formats can accommodate a variable number of spots, and can be used to
successfully aid personalized medicine. Protein arrays can
encompass >1,000 elements per array and these ones are
termed ‘high‑density arrays’ (14). Such arrays are used for
the identification of new proteins or novel protein/protein
interactions. Protein libraries or even unknown elements
can be spotted on the array and various biological samples
can be used. The detection is insured by antibodies that
are directly labeled with a fluorophore. Protein‑protein
binding events can be also detected in these formats using
specific antibodies (15,16). Reverse‑phase protein arrays
use a lower range of samples, up to hundreds, to identify
a small number of antigens. This format can use cell
lysates, micro‑dissected tissues/cells, and biological fluids,
such as plasma and serum. The detection antibody labeled
with a fluorophore would visualize the reaction between
capture antibody and analyte of interest from a biological
sample (17).
‘Low‑density arrays’ with 9‑100 elements per array are
antibody arrays that are used for the quantitative detection
of proteins in cells, tissues and biological fluids samples. The
density of the antibody array is constantly expanding due to
the generation of high‑affinity antibodies (18). Thus, specific
antibodies are arrayed and they will capture antigens from
samples. The identified antigen will be directly labeled with a
fluorophore or a secondary antibody will be used for detection.
This process is known from the sandwich ELISA assay (19).
Table I presents an overall view of the classification of major
protein microarray formats.
Protein microarrays: ‘Ongoing future’. Following an investigation of the PubMed database using key words, such as
‘Protein microarray’ AND ‘Personalized Medicine’ and
‘Protein microarray’ AND ‘Personalized Medicine’ AND
‘Cancer’, we obtained some very interesting facts on this issue
(Fig. 2). First of all, an increase in the number of publications
can be observed, beginning from the year 2012, and subsequently maintaining an accelerated trend up to 2017, when the
number of publications decreased. Secondly, the publications
for protein microarrays in personalized medicine has an identical trend for its use in cancer, this trend showing that the
majority of publications in personalized medicine are based on
this type of human pathology.
Tumorigenesis is a multi‑proteomic complex process in
which the transformed cells will crosstalk with immune and
stromal cells, favoring tumor development, dissemination,
neo‑angiogenesis, enhance immune‑escaping processes,
epithelial‑to‑mesenchymal transition, invasion and multi‑drug
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Figure 1. The general outline of any protein microarray workflow. 1) Immobilizing an agent (only for customized protein microarray slides); 2) Blocking the
non‑reactive sites; 3) Sample incubation on specific slide; 4) The specific binding between an analyte from the sample and its corresponding antibody attached
on the slide; 5) Detection step that can be (a) without any labeling through e.g., mass spectrometry (MS), surface plasmon resonance (SPR), atomic force
microscopy (AFM) or (b) with a fluorescent dye (6).

resistance (29). All these processes rely on direct contact
through protein‑based receptors and ligands or soluble protein
molecules (e.g., growth factors, cytokines and chemokines).
Recently nucleic acids structures, such as microRNAs
encompassed in extracellular vesicles are also reported as
communication avenues (30).
Proteomics represents the large‑scale study of proteins,
depicting structure, interactions and functions. Amidst
proteomics domain protein microarray stands in these
high‑throughput approaches (31).
Protein microarray is involved in deciphering cellular
differentiation, transformation, angiogenesis, tumorigenesis
and metastasis. Due to its development, it can detect alterations in protein expression levels, identify post‑translational
modification, mRNA events, and identify molecular networks
triggered by therapeutic approaches, but also by environmental
factors. The future of protein microarray is continuously
expanding, so that profiling the cancer signaling network,
personalizing therapy and improving diagnosis and prognosis
would take a step forward (32).
The accelerated future of protein microarray relies on
several domains: Improving its technicalities approaches with
improved sensibility and specificity, expanding on areas, such
as cell‑free microarrays and immunoproteomics and last, but
not least, develop the bioinformatics technologies that actively
sustains this type of technology (32). Proteomics techniques
would provide information on the proteins and peptides, and
the dynamics of their interconnections. Hence, a number of
methodological developments and innovations have been
reported over the past decade. Protein networks are best studied
using nucleic acid programmable protein array (NAPPA).
Following its design a decade ago (33), it is evolving with
high accuracy, increased reproducibility, throughput and flexibility in diagnostic and therapeutic applications. NAPPA is an
essential tool that deciphers functional proteomics along with
protein‑protein interaction (34). In NAPPA microarrays, the
extra‑well fluorescence automated acquisition was reported.
Different approaches have been used to identify spots with
extra‑well fluorescence (rings) in the microarray images and
the reported system, would identify in a significantly more
rapid manner, than any human would, this extra‑fluorescence,

while maintaining high performance for microarray image
analysis (35).
Cell‑free protein microarrays are an array variant which
display fresh proteins, avoiding storage and denaturation. In
basic and translational research, this is a format that is steadily
increasing in order to identify protein‑protein interactions,
pathogen‑host associations, post‑translational modifications,
and antibody‑type biomarkers (36). Displaying actually
naturally‑folded proteins has increased the risk of spot‑to‑spot
crosstalk due to protein diffusion during expression. Thus,
recently, the multiplexed nucleic acid programmable protein
array (M‑NAPPA) was reported. This improved technology
increases the number of displayed proteins through five
different gene plasmids in a single printed spot. Due to this
improved technology, M‑NAPPA, an ultra‑high density
proteome microarray could be done having >16,000 proteins
per slide. This multiplexing has improved features, and is a
new protein microarray for high‑throughput translational
research (37).
Immunoproteomics is actually a recent extension of the
proteomics domain study of immune‑related proteins and
peptides (38) and encompasses the future of protein microarrays. Immunoproteomics began over 30 years ago for the
identification of tumor antigens, and is one of the main goals
in oncology (39). Proteins released by the tumor trigger an
immune response activating antigen‑specific T and B cells. An
efficient immunotherapy destroys tumor cells, cellular proteins
are released and T and B lymphocytes are activated. As new
antigens are spreading, auto‑antibodies are generated, and thus
auto‑antibodies against tumor antigens can be a measure of
efficient immunotherapy (40).
From the early 1980s, several immunoproteomics methodologies were approached. Thus, serologic proteome analysis
(SERPA), accompanied by serological analysis of recombinant
tumor cDNA expression libraries (SEREX) aided by protein
microarrays were lately exploring tumour antigens using
specific antibodies (41). SERPA can screen antibody profiles
in patient serum using proteins appended to a membrane and
is a highly used immunoproteomics workflow. SEREX actually discovered the first cancer testis antigen, NY‑ESO‑1 (42).
SERPA and SEREX have their limitations, mainly due to the
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Table I. Classification of protein microarray types (6).
Classification criteria

Type

Immobilized structure
Direct
Standard: Recombinant purified proteins are immobilized
		
Analytical: Antibodies are immobilized
Indirect
Reverse phase protein microarray (total or fractionated cellular lysates)
Determined parameter
Abundance Capture
		Indirect
Functional Protein in situ arrays
		
In situ puromycin arrays
		
Nucleic acids programmable protein (NAPPA) array

Figure 2. Number of publications on the PubMed database retrieved using key
words, such as ‘Protein microarray’ (PM) AND ‘Personalized Medicine’ and
‘Protein microarray’ (PM) AND ‘Personalized Medicine’ AND ‘Cancer’.

proteins on the SEREX membrane expressed by the library
expressed in bacteria, expression levels that cannot cover
human post‑translational protein modification. Furthermore,
protein microarrays have additional characteristics, such as
thousands of pure proteins that are immobilized on a glass
surface. For example, ProtoArray® (functional array), can
analyze concomitantly thousands of proteins from a serum
sample. These types of protein microarray have developed
a new domain known as seromics (43). Tumor‑associated
antigens and their generated antibodies are the major proteins
that can be detected using proteomics (44). The use of SEREX
tumor antigens that elicit a high IgG antibody titer in sera from
patients diagnosed with different types of cancer has been
established (45).
Cancer immunotherapies, entering clinical management,
have taken advantage from the research stage of protein microarray technology. Auto‑antibodies generated during therapy
were correlated with tumor progression in patients diagnosed with prostate, lung, ovarian and breast cancer (46‑48).
Sipuleucel‑T therapy, actually the first approved adoptive
cell therapy, is based on an antigen spreading that leads to an
immune response and an improved overall survival (49). In
prostate cancer, cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA‑4)
blockade generates a broad antibody response in therapy
responsive patients (49) and moreover, this response is

(Refs.)
(20,21)
(5)
(8)
(22)
(23)
(24,25)
(26)
(27,28)

directed to proteins that were reported as mutated in prostate
cancers (50).
The advantages brought by protein microarray technology
include a reduction in biological sample volume, high sensitivity/specificity and large data generation. The sensitivity and
specificity of a protein microarray with 329 proteins gives
a 94% concordance with standard ELISAs (51). As in gene
microarrays, there are several standard methodologies that
should be followed in order to obtain accurate data, such as
proper biological sample collection, correct storage and standard laboratory procedures that avoid inter‑ and intra‑assay
variation, thus reinforcing data reproducibility (32).
In addition, bioinformatics specific for protein microarray
needs specific development in order to process large amounts
of data arising. Analyzing protein microarray data implies the
following steps: Data acquisition, data pre‑processing, visualization, differential analysis, computational annotation and
network analysis (52,53).
The use of detection antibodies provides very good sensitivity and specificity for protein identification, but it has also
some limitations. Antibodies are also proteins and thus, any
disturbances that will alter their structure (e.g., pH and temperature) will affect the binding specificity. Antigen‑antibody
interaction has complex kinetics, and again, any conditions
that would influence this interaction can hider both the
specificity and affinity of the bonding (54). The selection of
the ‘perfect antibody’ is another limitation of the technology,
as it should possess strong affinities and specificity displayed
for specific proteins, more so if intimate modifications of the
proteins are to be identified, e.g., phosphorylation, glycosylation or proteolysis‑related compounds. When the specific
protein microarray has also a quantification need, hundreds of
supposed antibody‑antigen complexes are established having
independent affinity parameters. Protein concentrations in the
samples, whether biological fluids, cell/tissue lysates, can have
hundreds of fold different scale. Therefore, detection needs to
cover concentrations over many orders of magnitude (53,54).
An overview of major advantages and disadvantages for the
most used protein microarrays variants (55‑57) is presented
in Table II.
With the advent of the Human Genome Project depicting
just >20,000 genes, it became evident that a new initiative
should be covered at the proteome level. Hence, 2010 was
the year for launching the Human Proteome Project. The
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technological strategy to cover this huge scientific endeavor
implied ‘three working pillars’: Mass spectrometry, arrays and
bioinformatics tools. If the first two pillars were based on the
advantages that quantitative mass spectrometry and protein
capture with antibodies brought a decade ago, the third one
actually was based on the global exchange of databases and the
availability of large primary data (58‑59). This huge on‑going
project has driven, apart from the enormous scientific gain,
a series of proteomics and bioinformatics methods. Hence,
shotgun and selected reaction monitoring (SRM)/multiple
reaction monitoring (MRM)‑based proteomics were developed. The combination of different omics technologies has
led to the development of intermingled domains, such as
epitranscriptomics (60), proteogenomics, metabolomics
and so on (61). Moreover, the Human Proteome Project has
contributed to the clinical need for more targeted/individualized therapies, laying the foundation for the development
of personalized medicine. Although fundamental research
purposes prevail in the development of array platforms, there
is a recent increasing trend in clinical research, diagnostics
and even industry applications.
2. Personalized medicine: A step forward in improving
disease management
Personalized medicine intends to unveil the molecular
mechanisms of disease onset and to integrate it with individual
genomics/proteomics/metabolomics profiles in order to define
the most suitable drugs and provide a prognosis of the disease
outcome (62). There are several fields that must be accomplished
when dealing with the personalized medicine domain. First, a
proper biomarker characterization for predicting the outcome
and correct diagnostic markers must be identified, secondly it
has to evaluate the perfectly matched therapy regimen and last,
but not least, monitoring the disease and therapeutic efficacy
come to complete a personalized approach. All these items can
be evaluated by omics techniques (62).
‘Diagnostic biomarkers’ would be represented by protein
expression from signaling pathways accompanied by key
mutations. These markers will indicate the best drug(s) that
will offer the optimal response in therapy‑related decisions.
‘Prognostic biomarkers’ would encompass somatic germline
mutations, epitranscriptomics modifications, miRNAs patterns
and circulating tumor cells, and would thus determine disease
outcome (63).
In personalized medicine, there is a clear necessity to
identify the network comprising the genome‑transcriptome‑proteome patient profile. In oncology, it was estimated
for 2018, that >1.5 million new cases of cancer would be
registered in the US, while there would be over half a million
cancer‑related deaths. According to the Annual Report, the
most common types of cancer will be ‘breast cancer, lung
and bronchus cancer, prostate cancer, colon and rectum
cancer, melanoma of the skin, bladder cancer, non‑Hodgkin
lymphoma, kidney and renal pelvis cancer, endometrial cancer,
leukemia, pancreatic cancer, thyroid cancer and liver cancer’.
Moreover, cancer incidence could achieve pandemic levels by
the year 2025 (64).
Therefore, a complex approach in health needs
high‑throughput technologies that can sustain personalized
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medicine. Developing the two‑tiered health system (65) to
two‑tiered personalized medicines is a demanding desiderate
in oncology. The implementation of omics facilities in clinical
practice is warranted in order to offer effective personalized
medicine to the patient. However, in order to for this to be
accomplished, there are several draw‑backs that first need to
be resolved, such as the high costs of implementation, differences between data generation and the capacity to analyze
large amounts of data, the existence of multidisciplinary teams
and global economic relevance (66).
Protein microarrays paving the way for personalized
medicine. Personalized medicine intends to stratify patients
as per disease subtype, risk factors, evaluated prognosis
and/or treatment response. An interdisciplinary effort is
needed between several specialties, physicians, data scientists
and health insurance systems to provide un‑biased advantage
to clinical practice (67).
As stated in the ‘Introduction’, DNA arrays can analyze
the whole transcriptome and can screen myriads of
single‑nucleotide polymorphisms, allowing further correlations
of gene expression with disease progression. These analyses of
disease‑specific mutations can lead to setting specific therapies
in accordance with their gene profiles. However, a more direct
correlation with disease development is established by protein
function, regulation and abundance. Driving the development
of the disease protein concentrations within an organ, tissue,
or cell can pinpoint an abnormality. Thus a patient's genotype
can provide information regarding a particular stratification
of the disease; however, the protein particularities, abundance, localization within the tumor cell/tissue and so on,
would follow and describe the actual disease stage and would
orient/personalize the therapy. Thus, personalized medicine
would cover: ‘Right patient/target, right diagnosis, right treatment, right drug/target, and right dose/time’ (68). This goal
can be achieved, however, only by combining genomic knowledge with traditional clinical approaches, the patient's personal
medical and family history, and relevant clinical data, such as
imaging and in vitro diagnostics results (69). Profiling using
protein microarrays, can be efficiently applied in biomarker
discovery, validation and diagnosis, and can aid personalized medicine (69). All the pathways that are deregulated in
tumorigenesis and that are the result of genetic alterations
accumulation can be, at least theoretically, therapeutic targets
in oncology. The real‑life efficacy of such molecular therapeutics is highly variable among individuals; thus, minute details
of such differences can be identified. Reverse‑phase protein
array/microarray (RPPA/RPPM) can precisely map active
molecules in each patient. This identification is essential
for the optimization of therapy. RPPA is an antibody‑based
highly quantitative proteomic technology, used for profiling
the expression and modification of signaling proteins, mainly
in low‑abundance analytes cases. Clinical trials are using
RPPA technology molecular‑targeted therapeutics (70);
some of have not yet been completed (https://clinicaltrials.
gov/ct2/show/NCT01042379), while others are already closed
and waiting for the results of the evaluation (https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01023477, https://clinicaltrials.
gov/ct2/show/NCT01074814). For example, in breast cancer,
which is a heterogeneous disease with various histological and
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Table II. Advantages and disadvantages in using the major protein microarray types in personalized medicine.
Main type of protein array method Analytical/antibody/indirect labeling (sandwich)

Reverse‑phase/direct labeling

	‑ Assess multiple analytes simultaneously
‑ Biomarker discovery
	‑ Low sample consumption
Advantages
‑ Could be arrayed as semi‑quantitative
‑ Compares patterns of two analytes
or quantitative formats
with different fluorophores
‑ Improved specificity by using two specific
‑ Rapid screening of many different
antibodies (for capture and detection)
samples
Disadvantages
‑ Requires two specific antibodies for each
‑ Specific antibodies could give cross
target from sample of interest
reactions and hence could provide false
		
results
	‑ Still a challenging task to multiplex related	‑ Rare analytes from biological samples
to the feasibility of designing arrays with
may not be caught
thousands of analytes	‑ Relatively high production costs

molecular variants, personalized medicine has become a major
goal for patient management over the past years. In this type
of cancer, molecular profiling and genomic analysis based on
array technologies have led to the discovery of targeted drug
therapies (71).
Using a designed RPPA, personalized therapy was intended
to search for the most effective drug. Thus, drug sensitivity can
be predicted in this system based on the quantitative profiles
of protein expression (72,73). Signaling transduction pathways
that trigger oncogenesis can also be depicted by proteomics
profiling and these particularities can lead the option for
personalized therapy (74,75).
To increase the quantization sensitivity of RPPA (76,77)
labeling was reported to be far more accurate when using
quantum dots (Qdots). Briefly, sample lysates are used for
serial dilution and then immobilized on the array. Primary
and secondary antibodies detect the immobilized proteins,
and the reaction is further detected by Qdot assay. Qdot
is actually a fluorophore with a nanometal structure that
develops a clear linear signal, photo‑bleaching from the
organic fluorophores (78‑80). In this form, RPPA would
detect post‑translational modifications, such as phosphorylation, modifications that are seminal for depicting intracellular
events related to drug sensitivity (72).
Another recent version of protein arrays was published,
bringing new information to personalized medicine.
Thus, antibody co‑localization microarray (ACM), avoids
some draw‑backs from classical protein microarrays (e.g.,
reagent‑induced cross‑reactivity), as detection antibodies are
printed atop of their individual capture antibodies. Several
parameters are improved, and therefore low volumes of sample
and hence, low quantities of reagents are used. In this manner,
up to 108 different protein‑targets can be measured in hundreds
of samples, displaying high specificity and sensitivity (81).
As protein microarrays are furnishing a plethora of
records, several systems for data analysis have been reported.
Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) is the most commonly used
software for protein microarray data exploration (54). This
software links to published database and finds function(s) and

pathway(s) for microarray analysis. It can be used to integrate
complex data from gene expression, microRNAs, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and protein microarray (82). IPA
ranks the genes and the encoded proteins as plausible candidate biomarker(s), identifies if a particular gene/protein can be
detected in various tissues and/or other body fluids, it selects
the relevant parameters for a specific biomarker discovery and
shows possible links to a specific disease/biological process;
moreover, it generates a list of unique markers to one treatment or disease, or reveals markers common for different
diseases/therapies. Practice has shown that improvements in
data processing systems are warranted; thus, recently reported
Protein Microarray Analyzer software has several improved
tools, as shown in Fig. 3.
To identify tumor‑associated antigens (TAAs), antibody
response and new antigen discovery other software were
specifically developed for protein microarrays used in
seromics, namely Prospector, LIMMA package, PAA package
and Spotfire package (49,50,53,83).
The newest intervention of protein microarray technology
was reported for the revolutionary immunotherapies that were
recently approved. New combinations of therapies are tested
in pre‑clinical settings. In mutant Kirsten rat sarcoma (KRAS)
and tumor protein 53 (TP53) (KP) mouse models of non‑small
cell lung cancer (NSCLC), combinations of anti‑programmed
cell death protein 1 ligand (PD‑L1), anti‑CTLA‑4 with
mitogen‑activated protein kinase kinase (MEK) inhibitors
decreased tumor growth and metastasis. RPPA analysis and
flow cytometric analysis of the tumors revealed an enhanced
expression of Tregs and CTLA‑4. Combining anti‑CTLA‑4
and anti PD‑L1 with MEK inhibitor in a mouse model with
good disease evolution has driven a phase I/II clinical protocol
in humans that is now undergoing regulatory revision and
enrollment began in 2019 (84).
3. Protein microarray in oncology
One of the main target domain of personalized medicine is the
field of oncology, where the number of pre‑clinical models and
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Figure 3. Protein Microarray Analyzer software characteristics.

clinical trials has increased over the past years (85); thus, new
proteomics technologies have been put to use in acknowledging
proteomic/genomic/transcriptomic/metabolic individualities (71). In this section, we will comment on the most frequent
human pathologies that entail protein microarray technology
in order to come one step closer to personalized therapy.
Personalized medicine through protein microarray in
pulmonary disease. Pulmonary diseases infer a large range of
biological samples, from sputum, to pulmonary epithelial lining
fluid, bronchoalveolar and nasal lavage fluids, to exhaled breath
condensate, and finally, blood plasma/serum (86). Due to this
extended array of samples, the proteins that can be identified
in these diseases comprise a huge span of molecules in terms
of types and concentrations. Various proteomics technologies
have been used; thus, PRoteomics IDEntifications (PRIDE) of
the European Bioinformatics Institute has issued, over the past
years, a database, containing >70,000 assays (87). In a previous
study, the analysis of plasma from >100 children diagnosed
with asthma evaluated for proteome patterns demonstrated
that in comparison to the controls, there were 3 overexpressed
proteins [chemokine (C‑C motif) ligand 5 (CCL5), hematopoietic prostaglandin D2 synthase (HPGDS) and neuropeptide S
receptor (member of the G protein‑coupled receptor 1 family)
(NPSR)] with potential to be used as biomarkers (88).
Sputum proteomes from lung diseases [e.g., asthma and
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)] have been
proven to exhibit enhanced concentrations of various other
proteins, such as calgranulin A and B (89). Lung tissue from
non‑smokers compared to smokers and COPD, has been shown
to have a different proteome, in which cathepsin D (CTSD),
dihydropyrimidinase like 2 (DPYSL2), transglutaminase 2
(TGM2) and tripeptidyl peptidase 1 (TPP1) are differently
expressed (90,91).
In acute respiratory distress (ARDS), drug development
and biomarkers to prognosticate the disease are crucial (92).

Deregulated cellular pathways leading to inflammation and
epithelial injury have been revealed in ARDS. In lung tissue,
as well as in biological fluids, several proteins have been found
to be overexpressed, such as apolipoprotein A1, hemoglobin
α and hemoglobin β (93), osteopontin, matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)7, CXCL7, chemokine (C‑X‑C motif) ligand
7 (CXCL7), chemokine (C‑C motif) ligand 18 (CCL18) and
eosinophil‑ and neutrophil‑derived proteins (94). However,
there are still no validated markers available for subclassifying
patients (92,95,96). Therefore, subgroups of patients displaying
particular molecular and clinical parameters could be identified
using integrative omics data that will be required to accelerate
personalized medicine upcoming in pulmonary diseases (97).
Lung cancer is the primary cause of cancer‑related
mortality in the United States, with a low 5‑year survival
rate of 18%; therefore, this type of disease is an important
subject in the light of personalized medicine. In a recent study,
apart from the genomic profiling of lung cancer cell‑surface
markers, protein microarray was used to validate the high
expression of the six selected markers that were identified
in all the analyses [carbonic anhydrase 9 (CA9), carbonic
anhydrase 12 (CA12), cancer/testis antigen 83 (CT83; also
known as CXorf61), G protein‑coupled receptor 87 (GPR87),
LY6/PLAUR domain containing 3 (LYPD3) and solute
carrier family 7 member 11 (SLC7A11)], these factors being
associated with a worse survival. Hence, these markers
could be further used for personalized care in patients with
lung cancer (98). In lung cancer therapy, the identification of
immune‑checkpoints before therapy commences is a recent
goal of personalized medicine. Tissue arrays and multiplex
immunofluorescence have been used to evaluate 25 different
types of immune‑checkpoints and neoantigens. A recent study
demonstrated that in lung therapy, protein‑protein interaction
and thorough intracellular signaling pathway mapping can
reveal immune‑checkpoint nodes that are associated with
positive outcomes of the administered therapy (99).
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Personalized medicine in breast and ovarian cancers using
protein microarray. As breast cancer is the second leading
cause of cancer‑related mortality among women worldwide,
research has advanced at an accelerated pace. Over the past
ten years, significant assessments, such as cytogenetics,
SNPs and gene expression arrays, copy number variation
and DNA methylation, have aimed to divide breast cancer
types on a genetic basis. Apart from the genomic profiles,
proteomics has begun to ‘take the battlefield’. Thus, ten years
ago, a comparison of proteomics profiling of invasive ductal
carcinoma and normal tissues demonstrated that out of the
160 proteins/phospho‑proteins tested, 56 were differentially
expressed [e.g., Twist family BHLH transcription factor (Twist),
Fas cell surface death receptor (Fas), proliferating cell nuclear
antigen (PCNA), phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN)
and cyclin B1]. These proteomics profiles distinguished tumor
tissue from normal tissue with a 96% accuracy (54).
Recent proteomics studies have focused on drug‑induced
signaling events that would trigger a process that is of
seminal importance to clinical application, namely acquired
drug resistance. Following treatment with agents targeting
human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2), phosphoproteome of the tumor cells was quantified using tandem
mass tag liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry
(TMT LC‑MS/MS). The activation of kinases families (e.g.,
serine/threonine and tyrosine kinases) following treatment
was identified by peptide Chip array. Using these proteomics
approaches, a common adaptive kinase response process
was reported, involving the activation of the focal adhesion
kinase 1 (FAK1), protein kinase C‑δ (PRKCD) and ephrin
(EPH) family receptors. These approaches bring into the light
individual networks that can be activated when acquiring
resistance to HER2‑targeted therapies (100).
In the same area, an experimental model was recently
reported, in which HR+/HER2+ patient‑derived xenograft
(PDX) were established in order to individualize HER2+ breast
cancer therapies. Transcriptomic and proteomic profiling were
used (RNA sequencing and RPPA) for establishing the molecular particularities of the PDX models. The reported results
revealed that apart from standard trastuzumab therapies, the
combination with the dual mammalian target of rapamycin
(mTOR) complex inhibitor impeded tumor growth. Thus,
this study opens the door for personalized medicine clinical
trials (101).
From lysates obtained from samples of breast cancer
tissues, a personalized medicine protocol was recently
reported using RPPA. This protocol could be used for the
pharmacodynamic effects of standard therapies in various
molecular subtypes (102).
Drug resistance in breast cancer is a therapeutic domain
where protein microarray can bring new information.
Chemotherapy‑resistant breast cancer stem cells (CSCs) were
analyzed with protein arrays and the paclitaxel‑resistant
phenotype was associated with the overexpression of several
proteins, such as growth factors, MMP proteins, Frizzled
proteins and interleukin (IL)‑23 (103).
Ovarian cancer also has a large array of subtypes, serous,
clear cell, endometrioid and mucinous epithelial ovarian carcinoma, all these having various chemotherapeutic sensitivities.
Clear cell carcinoma (CCC) has high rates of recurrence

Table III. Signaling pathways that are enhanced in ovarian
clear cell carcinoma in comparison to other sub‑types (108).
Pathway

Proteins

mTOR
VEGF
HNF‑1β
IL‑6
MET

PI3K/AKT
HIF‑1α/VEGF
HNF‑1β
IL‑6/STAT3
Ligand hepatocyte growth factor

mTOR, mammalian target of rapamycin; VEGF, vascular endothelial
growth factor; HNF‑1β, hepatocyte nuclear factor 1β; IL‑6, interleukin‑6; MET, mesenchymal epithelial transition factor receptor;
HIF‑1α, hypoxia‑inducible factor 1α; STAT3, signal transducer and
activator of transcription 3.

associated with low chemosensitivity. Using RPPA, possible
protein biomarkers have been investigated in patients with CCC
and in high‑grade serous carcinoma (HGSC). Thus, HER2 and
PD‑L1 expression levels were higher in patients with CCC, and
aurora kinase A (AURKA) and PD‑L1 were associated with
CCC chemoresistance. The reported differences would lead to
new candidate target drugs (104).
In CCC, various activating pathways have been reported,
yet again, possible personalized drug targets (105). Proteins
appending to various networks (Table III) (106,107) were
recently identified using RPPA. For example, 11 out of
117 proteins identified from CCC samples were appending to
different signaling networks in comparisons to other ovarian
cancer samples, giving ground to the further development of
personalized therapy in this particular type of ovarian cancer
which is difficult to treat (108).
Other types of diseases taking advantage of protein
microarray technology in personalized medicine. In clear cell
renal carcinoma (ccRCC), which is the most frequent renal
cancer type, it is assumed that one third of patients would progress after surgery. Therefore, establishing molecular patterns
that would stratify patients would significantly improve
survival. In vitro cultures established from patient specimens
have been used to develop orthotopic xenograft tumors in
animal models. RPPA was used to evaluate the proteome in
tumor cells and it was shown that tumor‑propagating cells
had clear altered kinase cascades, alterations that were associated with stage, the angiogenesis level and mTOR pathways.
Testing in vitro and in vivo pharmacological action on ccRCC
tumor cells can bring a personalized screening for therapies in
patients, hence personalizing the therapy. Accordinly, only a
high‑throughput profiling, such as the one provided by RPPA
could cover all the triggered pathways (109).
Custom RPPA was used to establish the protein profiling
in pediatric acute myeloid leukemia (AML) bone marrow
samples in comparison to normal samples. Protein functional
groups and protein clusters identification has shown that there
are 12 protein clusters that can stratify AML patients into
8 protein signatures. The identification of particular protein
signatures creates the premises for specific combinations of
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therapies with increased therapeutic efficacy (110). Thus, in a
phase II clinical trial, the efficacy and safety of a combination of the pan‑AKT inhibitor (GSK2141795) and the MEK
inhibitor, trametinib, in RAS‑mutated AML were examined.
Using RPPA the phospho‑flow analysis assessment of the
MEK and AKT pathways was performed in patients receiving
this combination of drugs (111).
In colorectal cancer the immunoproteomics endeavor was
reported for discovering auto‑antibodies as possible cancer
markers. Tissue proteins were extracted from primary tumors,
metastastic and benign tissues, and autoantigens were identified. Olfactomedin 4 (OLFM4), CD11b, integrin α2 (ITGA2),
periostin and thrombospondin‑2 were the main proteins found
to be overexpressed in tumors in comparison to benign samples
using a tissue microarray. These autoantigens can have prognostic significance in colorectal cancer that has a tendency to
induce liver metastases. Autoantibodies can be found in the
sera of patients diagnosed with colorectal cancer; thus, finding
the tissue antigens that are specific for the neoplastic tissue is
of outmost importance in personalizing therapy (112). When
studying the association of angiogenesis‑related proteins
with anti‑angiogenic therapy in colorectal cancer protein,
arrays were used. The proteome profiler array identified in
dynamics the proteins before, after treatment and after tumor
progression. The antibody arrays revealed that during treatment, alterations in the levels of protein, such as MMP8, tissue
inhibitor of matrix metalloproteinase (TIMP)4 and epidermal
growth factor (EGF) were observed. IL‑8, Activin A and
IGFBP‑2, had a low association with chemotherapy induction
and disease progression (113).
In organ transplantation, immunological rejection is
the main clinical drawback; thus, the optimal proteomics
characterization would ensure the best match between donor
and recipient. Recently, a screening tool was developed using
peptide array from the donor's human leukocyte antigen
(HLA) to assess post‑transplant sera from the recipient and
evaluate the risk of immune‑mediated rejection. In this pilot
study, up to 600 individual peptides were customized. On
these arrays pre‑ and post‑transplant sera of recipient were
investigated and, with great accuracy the immune epitopes
that were involved in the immune response were detected.
These personalized arrays could pin‑point the donor‑specific
HLA epitopes and further allow the therapeutic approach to
be personalized in organ transplantation (114).
In acknowledging the enhanced role of protein microarrays
in research and clinical application we foresee an increased
use of this technology in biomarker discovery and validation
and their increased involvement in personalized medicine.
4. Conclusions and future perspectives
Particular proteomic‑individualities of patients have recently
driven the initiation of personalized medicine and these
particularities can be thoroughly done only with advanced
technologies (115). The Human Genome Project, has shown that
there are multiple players in human disease development where
the transcriptome, proteome and metabolome entered this
field. However, the Human Proteome Project would never have
been accomplished without the aid of several high‑through‑put
proteomic technologies, one of these being antibody‑based
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protein microarrays (21). New formats were constantly evolving
to tackle the personalized proteome analysis. With these new
formats of microarrays, parallel analyses can be carried out,
investigating variations in protein structure and moreover
protein interaction particular to each biological sample (116).
As cancer has a complex multifactorial trait and it
is the result of acquired dysregulation at various levels
(genomic, epigenomic, proteomic and metabolomics)
complex multi‑molecular signatures obtained from these
domains would bring new information on cancer diagnosis,
prognosis and personalized treatment. Platforms combining
protein microarrays with bioinformatics, are bringing new
tools for the further development of personalized medicine
to medical and scientific communities. Protein microarrays
are involved in oncology for identifying and validating new
biomarkers, depicting molecules for early detection, and can
monitor disease and select optimal therapeutic strategies.
These platforms can intervene in all fields of oncology, as this
proteomics technology can screen a multitude of parameters
and encumbers tremendous future potential for applications in
diagnostic and personalized medicine.
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